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The Science of
Non-Alcoholic Beer
"Blasphemy! A crime against nature!" Yes, many
people feel the same way about non-alcoholic beer
as they do about decaffeinated espresso. "It's just
wrong and what's the point" is the thinking…
While it may not be your drink of choice, there are
plenty of very valid reasons for drinking nonalcoholic beer. Maybe you're pregnant and miss the
taste. Maybe you're a designated driver, or you're
on anti-biotics. Maybe you just don't feel like
getting intoxicated, but you'd rather look like you're
drinking the same thing as your co-workers because
social dynamics are weird and tiring. We're not
here to judge. We're here to check out this
interesting animal. How're they made? Why are
they almost always terrible? Why isn't there a nonalcoholic IPA? Let's find out.
A (Very) Brief History
Non-alcoholic beer first started popping up in
the U.S. in 1919. Why? Prohibition. It was decided
that the strongest a beverage could be is 0.5 %t
alcohol by volume (ABV). If that number sounds
familiar, it's because that percentage has stuck, and
"non-alcoholic" beers today still have 0.5 % ABV
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as their upper limit. So, some of the large
breweries
began making "near beer," stuff that was very pale,
didn't have much flavor, and was right at 0.5 % ABV.

Thirteen years later, Prohibition was banished
like the abomination it was, but something had
happened in that time. A lot of people had
developed a taste for that super light, bland
(compared to the ales of the day) beer—a sort of
alcoholic Stockholm Syndrome. For the breweries
that had been making the "near beer" during
Prohibition, it was pretty easy for them to carry on
as usual, but they left more of the alcohol in. This is
a partial explanation for the popularity of the light,
bland lagers (Miller, Coors, Pabst, Bud, etc.) in the
U.S., though it should be noted that even science
cannot fully explain that particular proclivity.

How Non-Alcoholic Beer Is Made
Non-alcoholic beer (or NA beer, as it's
sometimes called) starts its life as a normal beer. In
fact, it goes through almost the full process, from
making a mash, boiling the wort, adding hops, and
even fermenting. Here's the fork in the road,
though. While regular beer will then be bottled (or
canned or kegged) and aged, non-alcoholic beer has
to have its alcohol removed.
The most common way that alcohol is removed
from beer is through heating. Alcohol has a much
lower boiling point than water. At sea level, it's
roughly 173 degrees F. The fermented beer is
heated up to that [Cont. Non-Alcoholic, page 2.]
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BRING YOUR FRIENDS - NOW!
Our meetings are usually held on the first
Wednesday of the month, beginning at 7:00pm at:

The Deutsches Haus
1023 Ridgewood Street,
Metairie Louisiana

Please support the Haus by purchasing
at least one beer at the bar.
••PLEASE SUBMIT ARTICLES••
Submission deadline: 21st of the month. Anything
that arrives after that will be held for the next month.
What you submit, will be formatted only. Please use
spell check and consider the grammatical changes
suggested by your word processor. Some of them are just
so ridiculous!
SUBMIT TO: dogearbrewing@hotmail.com.
SUBJECT LINE: HOPLINE Thanks. Carol

504-346-1215

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$

...now, about your dues.
Only $30 for a year of fun and frolic, payable to
Treasurer Dan Rodbell, by check (made out to CCH),
credit card, PayPal (to mcharbo@tulane.edu) or with
that quaint stuff from another era – CA$H.
MEMBERSHIP BENEFITS:
The aforesaid fun and frolic, etc.
• Participation in our BrewOffs. See page 5. You do not
have to have ANY brewing experience. Brew-Offs give
participants hands-on experience.
Other members
come to socialize. Wort is $25. Lunch is $10.
• Participation in our annual sausage making day.
• First shot at a place on the bus for our pub crawls,
brewery tours, and other adventures we concoct.
• Members price tickets for our events, when
appropriate.
• Free Christmas Party. Guests tickets are $10.

$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$

[Non-Alcoholic, cont. from page 1] point and kept
there until the solution is only 0.5 % ABV.
However, heating changes the flavor of the beer
significantly, because you're cooking all of the
ingredients again. To minimize this, some
operations practice vacuum distilling. Depending
on the power of the vacuum, the alcohol's boiling
point may be lowered as far as 120 degrees, which
is much less disruptive to the flavors. (With a much
more powerful vacuum the alcohol could be made
to simply evaporate at temperatures lower than 50
degrees F, however these sorts of vacuums are not
used for large scale vacuum distilling.)
Another technique that's sometimes employed is
reverse-osmosis. As Chow.com explains it, "...beer
is passed through a filter with pores so small that
only alcohol and water (and a few volatile acids) can
pass through. The alcohol is distilled out of the
alcohol-water mix using conventional distillation
methods, and the water and remaining acids are
added back into the syrupy mixture of sugars and
flavor compounds left on the other side of the filter.
Bingo—a nonalcoholic (or dealcoholized, as
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winemakers call it) brew." Because the main
ingredients aren't heated, this technique causes less
flavor degradation, so it gives generally preferable
results, though it's more labor intensive and requires
more equipment.
Even after the alcohol is removed, we're not
done yet. We've got some liquid that tastes
reasonably like beer, but it's flat. Most respectable
beer carbonates itself as it finishes out the
fermentation process inside its bottle. As yeast is
metabolizing sugar into alcohol, one of the
byproducts is CO2, which gives you bubbles.
However, our now non-alcoholic brew has no more
yeast and it isn't fermenting. Most producers of nonalcoholic beer simply inject the brew with CO2
during the bottling (or kegging or canning) process.
So it's really sort of a beer-flavored soda. Others
will toss in a little bit of starter yeast with a little
more sugar and let it ferment in the bottles, but this
is a trickier process, since you are liable to
reintroduce a small amount of alcohol. Also, your
bottles may explode if you do it wrong. Note: Some
regular beers employ these techniques for carbonation as well.

Why It Tastes Different
Drinkers will probably tell you, "Because it
doesn't have alcohol! Duhhh!" then walk away
picking their noses and feeling smug. They're not
entirely wrong, but more than flavor, alcohol adds to
the mouth-feel of the beer. It gives it that dryness, and
it can accentuate some of the sweet flavors in the
malt, but alcohol doesn't really add any flavor itself.
The largest culprit is the alcohol removal
process, especially when heat is involved. Generally
speaking, hops are added at three stages of the
boiling process: the early hops are to add bitterness,
the later hops are for flavor (piney, citrousy flavors),
and then they're added at the very end for aroma.
Some beers (especially IPAs) are also dry-hopped,
meaning hops are added to it for a period of time
after the beer is removed from heat. The bitterness
of hops is pretty hearty, as is the beer's malty
sweetness. However, the flavor and the aroma are
far more delicate, and aren't likely to survive the
reheating for alcohol removal.
According to Brew Your Own, "The hop aromas
will usually be driven off within the first five
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minutes, while the hop flavors will be gone
within the first 15 minutes." This is why neither we
nor any of our sources have encountered a halfdecent non-alcoholic IPA, which is a damn shame,
really.
Another common complaint you'll hear about
NA beer is that it has a metallic or sour taste. This
problem isn't unique to non-alcoholic beer, but
without the hops flavors masking it, it's more
noticeable. The process of adding CO2 to drinks
doesn't just add bubbles, it adds carbonic acid.
Carbonic acid has a sour - some would say metallic taste. It tends to be even more noticeable when
injecting CO2 directly into the brew, though it can
still be present when using starter yeast and sugar.
Conclusions
The old adage that non-alcoholic beer is
universally disgusting doesn't hold up anymore.
Yes, many of them still taste like seltzer water with
some dirt in it, but thankfully, there are exceptions.
Clausthaler Golden Amber (German) is full-bodied
and tastes remarkably like a real beer. Buckler
(made by Heineken) actually has a lot of complexity
for an NA beer. Kaliber (made by Guinness) is
sweet and nutty; it's a bit richer than most of the
others. Even O'Douls Amber (made by Budweiser)
is pretty good. I n terms of flavor, I'd rather drink
most of those NA beers over most of our macrobrewed light beers.
The point is that even if they aren't as good as a
good regular beer (and they aren't), they are good
for what they are, and they aren't something you
should be embarrassed to order. They're a hell of a
lot better than a DUI. They're also a lot better for
you than drinking a soda. As we said, there are a lot
of solid reasons to drink non-alcoholic beer. Whatever your reason for ordering one is, we hope we've
given you enough knowledge to shut down any
smartass detractors next time you're out.
Brent Rose 5/24/13 Happy Hour
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bugaboo; at least in the minds of many in the
home brewing world.

BARBARIANS AT THE GATE?

by Mike Retzlaff
[Editor: Oh Mike! See what follows.]
Interbrew was formed in 1988 with the
merger of the Belgian breweries Stella Artois
and Piedboeuf. In 1995, they acquired Labatt’s
in Canada. In 2002, they purchased Haake-Beck
in Bremen, Germany. In 2003, they purchased
the Spaten-Löwenbräu Group in Munich. In
2004, Interbrew merged with AmBev of Brazil. Just
so you know, in addition to producing many
beer brands, AmBev is licensed to package
Pepsi-Cola, Gatorade, Lipton Iced Tea, and
Seven Up brands (in addition to many others)
in South America. After this merger, the
corporate structure was adjusted to make the
company compliant with US laws and the new
parent company was named InBev.
Subsequently, InBev purchased AnheuserBusch Cos. Inc. of St. Louis, Mo. in 2008. With
that merger, the name of the business was
changed to AB-InBev. Since its inception, this
conglomerate (under one name or another) has
purchased many breweries including Bass,
Haake-Beck, Goose Island, Spaten, Hoegaarden,
Labatt, Rolling Rock, Staropramen, Leffe,
Whitbread, and Boddington. The last major
acquisition was SABMiller in 2016.
The buyout of Anheuser-Busch by Inbev
came as quite a shock to the beer drinking
community here in the States. Far too many
people of my acquaintance somehow see this as
a threat to their security or of our American
way of life. The recent purchase of Northern
Brewer and Midwest Brewing Supplies further
“proves” some conspiracy and a personal

InBev has stated that the positive aspect of
these acquisitions is improved buying power of
the raw materials and distribution of the final
product. Some of that certainly makes sense.
However, as is often pointed out, all businesses
are in the business of making profits. AB-InBev
is not in business to make life better for anyone
but their stockholders. Many wonderful beers
are now available in areas which never had
access to them before. The cost this entails is
not yet known.
I work diligently to ignore “bread and
circuses” so that I can concentrate on those
things which are truly important. Even with
this AB-InBev distraction, I continue to focus on

elimination of the ritual sacrifice of small furry
creatures at the beginning of my brew day.
This routine started several years ago to ward
off free radicals and help delay the onset of the
Zombie Apocalypse. Perhaps science will aid
me in finding a simple chant or an inoffensive
talisman as an effective alternative.
Who says the age of enlightenment is over?
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REBUTTALS
Excerpt from:

America, Inc.

Who Owns and Operates the United States
Morton Mintz and Jerry S. Cohen; The Dial Press, New York; 1971

[Editor: The only things that have change are these:
• a global, not national scale, and
• the lack of an international antitrust agency.
Perhaps that is not so much of a change after all.]
Art Buchwald, in one of his most penetrating
social commentaries, once looked ahead to the
year 1978. By then every company west of the
Mississippi River had been merged into a single
corporation, Samson Securities. Every company
east of the Mississippi had been merged into
another corporation, the Delilah Company. To
simplify things still more, the heads of Samson
and Delilah decided to merge, so that there
would be only one corporation in the entire
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United States. However, a clearance to join
Samson and Delilah was needed from the
Antitrust Division of the Department of Justice.
Here is Buchwald’s scenario:
At first the head of the Antitrust Division
indicated that he might have reservations about
allowing the only two companies left in the
United States to merge.
“Our department,” he said, “will take a close
look at this proposed merger. It is our
obligation to further competition in private
business and industry, and if we allow Samson
and Delilah to merge we may be doing the
customer a disservice.”
The chairman of Samson protested
vigorously that merging with Delilah would not
stifle competition, but would help it. “The
public will be the true beneficiary of this
merger,” he said. “The larger we are, the more
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services we can perform, and the lower prices
we can charge.”
The president of Delilah backed him up. “in
the Communist system, the people don’t have a
choice. They must buy from the state. In our
capitalistic society, the people can buy either
from the Samson Company or the Delilah
Company.”
“But if you merge,” someone pointed out.
“there will be only one company left in the
United States.”
“Exactly,” said the president of Delilah.
“Thank God for the free enterprise system.”
The Antitrust Division of the Department of
Justice studied the merger for months. Finally,
the Attorney General made this ruling. “While

we find drawbacks to only one company being
left in the Unites States, we feel the advantages
to the public far outweigh the disadvantages.
“Therefore, we’re making and exception in
this case and allowing Samson and Delilah to
merge.
“I would like to announce that the Samson
and Delilah Company is now negotiating at the
White House with the President to buy the
United States. The Justice Department will
naturally study this merger to see if it violates
any of our strong antitrust laws.”
Speech to the American Society of Newspaper Editors,
Washington, D.C., January 17, 1925.

FROM THE VERY PEN OF THE BEHEMOTH:

ABInBevSAB

Anheuser-Busch InBev Acquires a
Minority Stake in RateBeer...in 2016
Original News Post - Good Beer Hunting, June 2, 2017

In the last few months, covering the craft beer
industry has begun to feel a bit like covering the
Trump presidency, in the sense that major,
shocking news seems to break each and every
day. Every time it feels like some kind of
“return to normalcy” is on the horizon, there’s
been another blockbuster Big Beer deal, usually
with the name AB-InBev involved.
On Friday, another one of those huge stories
arrive, as Good Beer Hunting broke a significant
acquisition —AB-InBev, via its “global
disruptive growth group” ZX Ventures, had
acquired an unknown “minority stake” of one
of the web’s two largest and most popular beerrating sites, RateBeer (the other being Beer
Advocate). ZX Ventures is the same group that
AB-InBev used to buy out popular homebrewing supplier Northern Brewer last year…
The most surprising part of the
announcement, though, wasn’t necessarily the
acquisition, but when the acquisition
happened—October of 2016, almost 8 months
ago. The deal had been effectively hidden from
beer fans, beer media and the brewing industry
for all of that time, while AB-InBev was free to
get acquainted with their new acquisitions,
which many beer drinkers regard as one of the
most objective sources of online beer ratings.
Suffice to say, the conflict of interest in this site
being owned by AB-InBev, makers of
Budweiser and purchasers of former craft
breweries, is patently obvious.
The reason given for the partial acquisition
not being disclosed back in October?
Apparently that the two companies wanted to
get “points on the board” to prove the value of
their partnership without “the disruption of
making it public,” according to GBH. This

strikes us as the Top Super Duper Maxi Ultra
Secret method of AB-InBev saying “Because we
figured it would be easier to get what we
wanted from RateBeer if none of the craft beer
fans or breweries with an obvious reason to
object to the deal were aware of it.”
Brewery reactions have started to hit the web,
and it seems like at least a few of them agree.
Both Dogfish Head and
Brooklyn’s Sixpoint
Brewery have put out
statements pointing out the
obvious conflict of interest, despite the
assurances of independence from RateBeer
Executive Director Joe Tucker, and both are
calling for their brewery/beers to be removed
from RateBeer entirely. To quote Sixpoint’s
initial statement, which also casts some
aspersions upon GBH’s role in breaking the
story:
There’s way too much smoke here. How can
this deal go down 9 months ago, but a press
release about the transaction is first released
late on a Friday afternoon in the summer?
They know damn well that most people have a
foot out the door by noon on Friday in June.
And the site that broke the story is one that has
a business consulting relationship with AB? AB
doesn’t buy companies to be “bros” – there is
always a strategic initiative at play. Buying up
beer rating sites, the nation’s largest
homebrewing site, and acquiring other
grassroots companies is definitely part of a
larger strategic initiative. At the very least, akin
to journalism, this would most definitely violate
all ethics rules to not disclose the transaction
right away. Beer rating sites like Ratebeer.com
or BeerAdvocate would need to disclose
whether or not they are owned by a brewer,
because there clearly could be a conflict of
interest there. Simply put, these sites “report”
consumer views on breweries. So if the site
itself is owned by a brewery, there is the
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possibility that the objective nature could be
compromised. Especially if said brewer has
been on a massive acquisition spree of craft
breweries.
Asked by one of the commenters at RateBeer
in a follow-up if Sixpoint Brewery would also
be requesting the removal of its beers from
RateBeer, the brewery replied simply, “Yes.”
Dogfish Head, meanwhile, released a longer
and somewhat more level-headed reply on their
site, straight from the mouth of founder/craft
beer icon Sam Calagione. In it, Calagione cites
the Society of Professional Journalists (SPJ)
Code of Ethics and explains how the company
sees this minority acquisition as a serious threat
to the independence of beer rating sites, which
consumers use as a bellwether of determining
“what is good.” He then calls for other
independent breweries to join in requesting the
removal of their beers from a system that may
no longer objectively represent them, as
excerpted below:
It is our strong opinion that ABI’s ownership
of RateBeer, and other properties positioned to
cover the craft brewing community like October
and thebeernecessities.com is in direct conflict
with multiple guidelines listed above.
In the past, as executive editor of Pallet, a print
magazine project that celebrated global craft
beer culture, neither I nor Dogfish Head held
any stake in the publication. As a company,
Dogfish Head continually shows support for
various craft beer publications through paid
advertising campaigns.
To that end, we have respectfully asked
Anheuser-Busch InBev and RateBeer to remove
all Dogfish Head beer reviews and mentions on
the RateBeer website immediately. It just
doesn’t seem right for a brewer of any kind to
be in a position to potentially manipulate what
consumers are hearing and saying about beers,
how they are rated and which ones are
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receiving extra publicity on what might appear
to be a legitimate, 100 percent user-generated
platform. It is our opinion that this initiative
and others are ethically dubious and that the
lack of transparency is troubling.
To our fellow independently-owned brewers,
we encourage you to join us in this effort to
ensure consumers continue to get the best and
most accurate information about their beers. For
everyone else, we encourage you to shift the
sharing of your beer opinions and reviews to
another platform that remains loyal to the
principles of journalistic integrity. America’s
Independence Day is just around the corner.
Support the indie craft brewing movement!
It will be interesting to see how many craft
breweries heed the call, but we commend
Dogfish Head and Sixpoint for the conviction to
call attention to yet another (“minority”)
acquisition by Big Beer. At the very least, the
users of RateBeer deserved to know this
information all along. 
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Craft Breweries Want
Their Beers Off RateBeer
After AB-InBev Acquires
Minority Stake

COOKING WITH BEER

Ale-Steamed Mussels with
Garlic and Mustard
MELISSA CLARK NEW YORK TIMES

By Jim Vorel | June 6, 2017 | 12:27pm
EDIT of Good Beer Hunting: Since this piece
went live, additional breweries have requested
their beer removed from RateBeer, including
Harpoon, Black Project Ale, Prison City and one
of the holy grails of Belgium, Cantillon.
Most interesting was RateBeer’s response to
Denver, CO’s Black Project, which the brewery
posted on their own website. In short, the
answer was “Nope, we’re ignoring this
request.”
So, there you have it. Their brewery’s
scores, and the data of users, will remain on the
site regardless of how many breweries no
longer want to be associated with the company
after its partial acquisition by AB-InBev.
RateBeer’s response to Black Project is
excerpted below.
The beauty and value of RateBeer comes in our
users’ ability to add publicly available content to our
database. If there is a particular piece of content that
you are concerned with, please refer to the processes
defined in the Digital Copyright Millennium
Copyright Act section of our Terms of Service here:
https://www.ratebeer.com/useragreement.asp
Thank you,
Joseph Tucker
Executive Director

Andrew Scrivani for The New York Times

Rinse under cold running water
2 pounds mussels in shells.
Remove beards, then scrub shells well with a
vegetable brush. Set aside.
In a soup pot with a tight-fitting cover, heat
1 tablespoon olive oil.
Add
½ tsp freshly ground dried thyme
3 garlic cloves, minced
2 large shallots, chopped
Pinch of Kosher salt
Freshly ground black pepper to taste.
Sauté until shallots and garlic are softened,
about 3 minutes.
Pour in
¾ cup lightly hopped good ale.
Bring to a simmer.
Add mussels and cover pot. Steam, stirring
once or twice, until mussels open, 5 to 10
minutes. Use a slotted spoon to transfer mussels
to bowls. Discard unopened shells.
Add to pan juices and bring to a boil
1 to 3 tablespoons butter, to taste
1 tablespoon chopped fresh parsley
1 teaspoon Dijon or coarse mustard.
Whisk until butter melts, then taste and correct
seasonings. Add more butter if liquid tastes
bitter. Pour over mussels. Serve with crusty
bread for sopping up the juices. YUM!
YIELD: 2 servings TIME: 15 minutes 
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BrewOff News and Such for August
"Non-Drinker: a weak person who yields to the
temptation of denying himself a pleasure."
Ambrose Bierce - Truck drivin’ man
Hey Buckeroo's,
It's been a hot and wet July, and I know the
internal torment you have all suffered by not
having a BrewOff this month, but relief is at hand.
So, let's get on with it.
On June 24th, the cool kid's in the club
descended on my house to brew a Lime Agave
Saison and have fun in the pool. The brew went
off with (almost) no problems, we hit our target
gravity and didn't forget to add anything. I call
that a win. My batch finished up at 6.9% and was
quite tasty. The pool goers had a great time also,
we had guest in the pool until after 11PM. Luckily
my beer surplus held up, minus the surplus.
I realize that event is in the past, so let's talk
about the next beer, which comes from the past.
Yes, it's an Einbeck beer, extinct now, but historically important. This Northern German beer
from the middle ages was so far ahead of
anything else at that time, that is was heavily
exported all over the world, including Jerusalem.
In much the same way as the original IPA, it was
brewed strong and hoppy to prevent spoilage.
Sales of this beer to Bavaria infuriated the local
burghers, who were losing revenue to the North,
and was a key reason for the Reinheitsgebot
coming into effect. It was also one of Martin
Luther's favorite beers. Fool that I am, we will try
to recreate this beer. The mash is 1/3 malted
wheat, 2/3 barley.A the time, these grains were air
dried, which gave them a light color and no
smoky taste. German hops were liberally used,
and fermentation was at the hands of nature.
These beers were well attenuated, due perhaps to
bacteria or wild yeast. Think of the funky flavors
and esters you get from Abbeys and Saison's. This

historically inaccurate rendition will be occuring
at Barney Ryan's house at 101 Garden Road, River
Ridge. Did I mention that Barney is cooking and
the pool will be open? I need a gear mover, and
several grunts.
On September 23rd, we will be heading to
Brewstock to make a Belgian Blond. Greg
Hackenberg will be leading us in this most
seductive of styles. Although well hopped, this is
a yeast forward beer with smooth finish and
fruity overtones. The alcoholic strength can be
anywhere from 5.0 ABV on up. Don't miss out.
Oct 28th will be the Christmas Ale BrewOff at
Urban South. Mike Malley will be Brewmaster for
this one. This is a rather undefined style, that
leaves a lot to the Brewmaster. Anchor Steam goes
with a different recipe each year. Dark malts,
adjuncts, and spices are all fair game. Expect
something special from our "Special Man" Mike.
The last event of the year will be on November
11th, and will be a Scotch Ale. William Thompson
will be presiding over this one, but we still need a
venue. Scotch Ales are the strongest of the
Scottish ale, malt forward, lightly hopped, and
strong. It is a style I make every year, and is a real
crowd pleaser. Side effects include kilt wearing,
bagpipe playing, and Caber tossing. Sign up
today.
For those of you who are involved in these
events, especially the host and Brewmasters, I
would like to thank you. It can be a lot of work,
but I hope you have as much fun as me.
To sign up for any event, or if you have
questions, see me at a meeting or email me at
neilwbarnett@yahoo.com. I want a truck I can
homebrew in

As always, I'm your
Director Undertaking Massive Brewing
Operations,
take care and keep brewing. Neil
Damn right I drive a Truck
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2017 BrewOff Schedule (Subject to Change)
Wort participants must bring their own 5-gallon fermenter, and yeast. Guests and Alternates are encouraged to
sign up and join in the fun. If you are interested, email me at neilwbarnett@yahoo.com or sign up at the
meetings. Standard Wort: $25.00 Standard Lunch: $10.00
DATE STYLE

HOST

LOCATION

BREWMASTER

Barney Ryan

He has a pool! BIABS – Brewing in a Bathing Suit

new date!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
08/5

Einbeck

101 Garden Road, River Ridge
09/23

Belgian Blond

Kyle Dupont

Brewstock , 3800 Dryades Street

10/28

Christmas Ale

Urban South

1645 Tchoupitoulas Street

11/11

Scotch Ale

Standard Wort price $25.00

Neil Barnett
Mike Malley

.

William Thompson

.

Standard Lunch price $10.00

For any new members, a Brewoff is a group event in which we make 50 gallons of beer with the Club
equipment. The wort is then split up into ten, 5 gallon units. The units are given out to the Host (1),
Brewmaster (1), Chef (1), Equipment Movers (2), and Grunt s(5). Buy a truck.

What’s a BrewOff?
For those of you new to the club, or if you just have not been paying attention, I will describe what our Club
BrewOffs are all about. Our Club has a storage container located on the Deutsches Haus property. It houses
our beer serving equipment, along with our 50-gallon brewing system. About ten times a year, we move the
gear to different locations, and make a big batch of beer. These events are part educational, part social, and part
constructive. The 10 people who sign up as brewers, all bring home five gallons of wort, that's the constructive
part. Guest are also welcome, which is the social aspect. For those new to whole grain brewing, or who are just
learning about our equipment, we will instruct and educate.
The 10 brewing positions are:
1. Host: The person whose house we are using.
They will supply coffee, water and beer for the
event. The Host should have a level area for us to
brew in which also has access to a water facet and
electricity. They will coordinate with the Chef,
Brewmaster and equipment movers.
2. Brewmaster: The man or woman with the plan.
It is their job to come up with a recipe, buy
ingredients, and decide on the brewing program.
They will be in complete control of the entire
brewing operation and will instruct, and organize
the Grunts and helpers during the setup, mashing,
boiling, run off, clean up, and breakdown of the event.
3. Chef: The Chef supplies, cooks, and serves the
food at the event.
4 and 5. Equipment movers: These two people
are responsible for getting the equipment to and
from the event. In most cases, we try to move the

gear a day or two before. This makes it easier to get
a good start at 8 AM. After the event, they will load
the gear back up and take it back to the storage
container. Equipment movers must have their own
truck, van, or trailer to move the gear. They can also
come late to the event since they moved the gear the
day before.
6 thru 10. Grunts: These five good folks are the
muscle of the operation. They work under the
direction of the Brewmaster and Host to set up the
equipment, brew the beer, clean the gear, and help
breakdown the gear.
All Brewers are expected to work.
A few important things to keep in mind:
1. Do your best to try to stay within your budget.
The Brewmaster will have $250.00 to buy
ingredients. If the malt and grain bill is low, it may
be possible to supply dry yeast for the event. The
Chef will have $100 for the Wort participants and

HOPLINE
AUGUST
another $10 each for the Guest and Alternates. I will
coordinate with you to let know how many people
will be there. Again, try to stay within budget.
2. Make sure all the equipment comes back to the
storage unit clean, and in working condition. If there
are any problems with the gear, or anything breaks,
let me know as soon as possible so we can address it
before the next BrewOff.
3. All brewers will need to bring a 5-gallon fermenter
and yeast, unless the Brewmaster tells you otherwise. When the Brewmaster gives the word, you
will pick numbers to decide the order of wort units.
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4. The Host and Brewmaster will work with the
Equipment Movers to make sure all the gear is clean
and nothing is left behind.
5. All Brewers are expected to work.
6. The Host’s and Brewmaster's word is Law.
7. These are Homebrewing events and homebrew
should be available at these events if possible. If not,
the host can buy some beer and submit the receipt.
8. Guests and Alternates are encouraged to sign up
and join in the fun.

To sign up for any event, or if you have questions, email me at neilwbarnett@yahoo.com or see me at a meeting.
As always, I'm your

Director Undertaking Massive Brewing Operations,
take care and keep on brewing,
Neil Damn right I drive a truck.

2017
JULY
22 Brewery Tour, South Shore, all day

AUGUST
2 Meeting, 7:00pm at Deutsches Haus
12 BrewOff. See Neil’s calendar for details
19 Beer Appreciation School,
9:00am at Deutsches Haus

SEPTEMBER
5 Meeting, 7:00pm at Deutsches Haus
7 Seville Quarter Beer Paining Dinner,
Pennsacola, Florida
8 Emerald Coast Beer Festival,
Pennsacola, Florida,
16 Beer Appreciation School,
9:00am at Deutsches Haus
23 BrewOff. See Neil’s calendar for details.

OCTOBER
4 Meeting, 7:00pm at Deutsches Haus
6 Up on the Roof, EJGH

21 Beer Appreciation School,
9:00am at Deutsches Haus
28 BrewOff. See Neil’s calendar for details.

NOVEMBER
1 Meeting, 7:00pm at Deutsches Haus
11 WINTERFEST
BrewOff. See Neil’s calendar for details.
18 Beer Appreciation School,
9:00am at Deutsches Haus

DECEMBER
Christmas Party and election of officers
16 Maybe - Beer Appreciation School,
Graduation Party

TBA

2018
JANUARY
3 Meeting, 7:00pm at Deutsches Haus
18 BJCP Tasting Exam, Mandeville

URGENT HOTEL UPDATE: The Days Inn is fully booked.
Contact the Paradise Inn across the street. Room rates
range from $109 to $159. They are holding all unreserved
rooms for festival attendees until July 24. Call (850)
932-2319 and mention that you are with the beer festival.
They are pet friendly.

CRESCENT CITY HOMEBREWERS
3444 Somerset Drive
New Orleans, Louisiana 70131

2017 MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION
Yearly Dues: $30.00

Mission Statement and Purpose

To promote Homebrewing within the club; through public awareness and appreciation of the quality and
variety of homebrew; through education and research; and through the collection and dissemination of
information. To serve as a forum for technological and cross-cultural aspects of the Art of
Homebrewing. Most importantly, to encourage responsible alcohol consumption.
 New Member

 Returning Member (joined CCH in__________)

Name:______________________________________ Home Telephone: (
Home Address:_______________________________ Cellular Telephone: (

)_________________
)_______________

City, State, ZIP:______________________________ e-mail: _____________________________
Date of Birth:________________________________ Spouse:_____________________________
Occupation:_____________________________________________________________________
Employer:___________________________________ Work Telephone: (
Homebrewing Experience:  Beginner

)_________________

 Intermediate  Advanced

Beer Judging Experience:
BJCP Ranking: # _________

Non-BJCP:

None

 Apprentice

 Recognized  Certified

 National

Master

 Experienced Professional Brewer

I FULLY UNDERSTAND THAT: My participation in the Crescent City Homebrewers is entirely
voluntary. I know that alcoholic beverages are offered at various functions, and that my consumption of
these beverages may affect my perceptions and reactions. I accept full responsibility for myself, and
absolve the CRESCENT CITY HOMEBREWERS, ITS OFFICERS, DIRECTORS, AND FELLOW
MEMBERS; AND DEUTSCHES HAUS of any responsibility for my conduct, behavior, and actions.
SIGNED:__________________________________________ DATE:______________, 2017
Paid: $_________ Cash Check #___________

For the responsible drinker, there is always another party.

